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Please Note:The techniques, processes, ideas and suggestions in this book are not intended as a substitute for the medical recommendations of physicians or other health-care providers. Any application of the techniques, processes, ideas and suggestions in this book are at the reader’s sole discretion and risk.
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“Dear Grant,

Let me tell you about my first experience with ZPoint.

My life is generally OK and I am a happy sort of person  
but certain issues come up from time to time, which bring  
a feeling of dread, foreboding, trepidation, a hollow  
feeling in the pit of my stomach. 

I know that the issues are not serious and that I will get  
past them but I still experience that uncomfortable,  
suffocating feeling. So I thought I would clear this feeling  
with ZPoint and it worked. It surprised me because, at  
the very least, I thought it might take a few sessions. 

I now feel "lighter", as if some mental weight has been  
shed. It's hard to describe but very obvious to me,  
especially because one such issue came up after the  
clearing and it didn't affect me at all... 

Thank you again for creating this phenomenal tool.

I have already introduced it to everyone I know....”

- GitaMelbourne, Australia
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Forward

“It is never too late to be what you might have been.” -  
T.S. Eliot

I intend to show you a simple yet profound way to change your life experience in ways that would have seemed impossible just a few short years ago. It's called The ZPoint Process and if you follow the simple steps in this book, and listen to the special recordings available at www.zpointforpeace.com, you will quickly find yourself responding to life's challenges in a far more peaceful, loving and effective way. The purpose of The ZPoint Process is to give you a method to help you find true and lasting peace of mind in a world filled with discord, doubt and fear. It is about helping you to let go of those things that can cause you upset in all aspects of your life. It's about finally making peace with everything and everyone in your life. To accomplish this I'll ask you to pay attention to those characteristic feelings that arise as you think of certain difficult or traumatic periods of your life or bring to mind the people in your life who upset or anger you.  Then, I'll be guiding you through a very specific process in order to discharge the intensity of those feelings and to help you remove or clear them permanently from your life.
7
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Michelangelo is quoted as saying “I saw an Angel imprisoned within the marble so  I carved until I set it free.” In a very real sense you are that Angel, imprisoned within the marble of your own self-limiting thoughts and feelings. This very simple process will allow you to release that Angel, freeing you to be the person you've always wanted to be and to have the life that so far, you may have only dreamed about.
Loving Life Lets Life Love You BACK!Recently I woke up at my usual time feeling fantastic with the words “Loving life lets life love you back” running through my mind.Other than way too many words beginning with the letter L., this sentence expresses exactly how I feel. Life does indeed love you back when you love it more of the time.I find great wisdom in the teachings of Abraham. (www.abraham-hicks.com) I love the simple way that Abraham spells out what’s really important in life. He says, “whatever you put your attention on tends to expand.” That is the essence of the Law of Attraction. If you put your attention on what you like, what you like tends to expand. Putting too much attention on what you DON'T want brings more of that. 
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In essence, this means that the more you appreciate what’s happening in your life, the more you enjoy it, the more that life itself will return the favor and appreciate you in return. You’ll notice people smiling at you as you walk down the street. You’ll notice people being kind where before they may have simply ignored you or were unkind. You’ll notice yourself spending far less time worrying about....anything.  You’ll notice that your attitude toward life will shift to anticipating good things rather than looking over your shoulder for things you DON’T want to happen. You’ll notice that you just won’t think about the things that upset you anymore. Rather than walking around mumbling, grumbling, moaning and groaning about the things that you don’t like or the things you don't have, appreciating life means that you consciously set out to appreciate everything that makes you feel good. And, the funny thing is, the more you do this, the better you feel. And the better you feel, amazingly you find that it gets even better. Truly, “the better it gets, the better it gets.”From my perspective, I’ve arrived at this place of appreciation because I have consciously and systematically set out to release everything that makes me feel bad. Using the ZPoint Process allowed me to do exactly that. 
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The more I clear away negative emotions the happier I became. It’s like I’ve removed all the little pebbles from my shoes that caused me to feel pain whenever I went for a walk. Most of us don’t know how to get those pebbles out, so we’re forced to grit our teeth and bear the pain.The heck with that!What I did was to pro-actively and systematically release all of the negative emotions in my life. Below is a list of the first six of these that I worked on and not necessarily in that order.1. Stress and Anxiety 2. Anger 3. Worry 4. Fear 5. Guilt 6. Grief Once I began to let go of these major impediments to my happiness, I started to be happy more and more of the time. And the more I cleared, the happier I became.And guess what, so can you. It's not difficult. It just takes a little time and commitment to the idea that you can be happy. And of course it requires you learn to use The ZPoint Process so you can let these difficult feelings go too. And this is only the start of it. I also used ZPoint to release the conflict in all of my relationships including the ones from my past. 
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I worked on my mother, my father, my sister, my brother, my ex-wife, various relatives and more than a few ex-bosses. Then I worked on some of the people who really upset me over the years. All I did was bring them to mind and take the feeling that arose as I thought of them and take it through the The ZPoint Process until it was gone and I felt peaceful when I thought of them.I'm going to teach you to do the same with your life – in fact with all of the different parts of your life. You will make peace  with your past and you just wouldn’t believe how much doing exactly that will add immeasurably to your life today.Are you ready? Lets get started...
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“Grant,

...Your techniques have transformed my life.

...There has been a strong thread of spirituality in my life,  
with some barren periods, of course. Recently I became  
aware that I was becoming increasingly fearful and  
unable to cope with life in a healthy and balanced way. I  
saw this as a major stumbling block to spiritual  
development, not to mention being unpleasant for me  
those close to me.

I then stumbled on ZPoint...

...after about 4 sessions, was able to remove the grosser  
manifestations of stress in a way that was very  
noticeable to my spouse.

Life is altogether more pleasant and almost free of gross  
stress, and I am freer to pursue my interests in non-dual  
traditions. In order to fully experience the now, one must  
come to grips with the shadow which deflects from  
experiencing the now by the endless circle of ..-emotion-
thought-emotion etc. For me your techniques very  
directly came to terms with most of this gross stuff  
without the need to analyze the cause itself. Just break  
the connections permanently.

Thank you so much for sharing your methods with the  
world.”

- Peter Eserin
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The ZPoint ProcessThe ZPoint Process itself is quite simple. It consists of only three parts: 1. The Subconscious Cleaning Program.  2. Choosing a special cue word to “activate” that program.3. Placing your awareness on a what we call “that characteristic feeling'” and releasing that using the Releasing Circle and Clearing Statements as outlined a bit further along in this book.  
Please read the Subconscious Cleaning Program on the following page.
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The ZPoint Subconscious Cleaning ProgramThe ZPoint Subconscious Cleaning Program

“I hereby set a powerful intention within you,“I hereby set a powerful intention within you,  

my subconscious mind, to affect the best of allmy subconscious mind, to affect the best of all  

possible outcomes by this clearing, and eachpossible outcomes by this clearing, and each  

time I notice a feeling that does not feel goodtime I notice a feeling that does not feel good  

as I think certain thoughts or rememberas I think certain thoughts or remember  

certain people, situations or events, you willcertain people, situations or events, you will  

gently and easily eliminate that feelinggently and easily eliminate that feeling  

completely,completely,  as I repeat my cue word over andas I repeat my cue word over and  

over, and you will eliminate everything I feelover, and you will eliminate everything I feel  

because of it, everything I feel that connects tobecause of it, everything I feel that connects to  

it and everything I feel that has resulted fromit and everything I feel that has resulted from  

it, to whatever extent it exists within me andit, to whatever extent it exists within me and  

keep me free of it from now on.”keep me free of it from now on.”
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“Hi,

Lots of love and Thanks. I am highly grateful to you for  
the Z-point. 

I want to share with you one of the experiences. Recently  
one of my friends was having relationship problems. His  
marriage was on the brink. He was just planning to file a  
Divorce case. He was depressed with suicidal tendencies.

I introduced him to Z-point, on clearing his relationship  
issues with her wife, a change in attitude of his wife took  
place. They both are now leading a happy married life.

May God Bless you,

With Love and Gratitude,”

– Dr Munish Ahuja,
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The Cleaning Program is a benign yet extraordinarily effective program that you “install” or set into your subconscious mind simply by reading a simple set of instructions. Once the program is “installed” you need never refer to it again and it will remain active for as long as you need it. The cue word itself is a “switch” that activates the Cleaning Program. Any word, phrase, sound or action will do, although it is suggested you use a word or phrase without emotional attachment. Some of the cue words people use are “peace”, “hey”, “bang”, “tap”, “heyah” etc. If you're not sure what word to use, try using the word “yes” or even “thank you”.  You can always change your cue word later simply by saying “I change my cue word to _________”. Your subconscious mind remembers and responds to everything you do, say, think, feel or imagine and because of this, it will immediately take effect. 
Repeating your Cue Word Recently I spoke with someone who was using ZPoint with a friend over the phone. They would meet once a week and help each other using ZPoint.  After two months they weren’t having much success. In fact, one of the women actually gave up and slipped back into her original state of depression.
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After speaking with the woman for a few minutes I realized she was only saying her cue word once after each statement. As the saying goes “once is not enough” and this is especially true with ZPoint. Repeating your cue word over and over again sets up a specific process within your subconscious mind. The more focused you are on simply repeating your cue word and being very present as you do so, the more effective that process and ZPoint will be.
Just like a ComputerIf you happen to be computer literate, you may find it helpful to think of the ZPoint Process in computer terms. In a very real sense, the Cleaning Program, working in conjunction with your cue word, acts just like a computer virus program that ”cleans” your computer's hard drive of damaged or malicious programming. To delete such programming, you would put your attention on the uncomfortable feeling you wish to release, listen to one of the ZPoint recordings or take yourself through the process, and repeat your cue word until it no longer troubles you. 
A Large DatabaseOur subconscious mind is very similar to a very large database where every experience, thought or feeling you've ever had is stored. The common factor or key to 
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this database is in the feeling you feel as you think certain thoughts or remember certain events.  
Fill in the Blanks StatementsThese are a significant part of the ZPoint clearing methodology and make use of  this characteristic to freely associate words, concepts and feelings with other words, concepts and feelings already stored within that database.  As an example, you could use the statement “I clear all the ways I become upset whenever my boss yells at me” and then repeat your cue word over and over until that 'upset' feeling is gone. Then, the Cleaning Program when activated by your cue word would instantly associate subconscious patterns where you become upset when your boss yells at you and release them. However, a much more global and comprehensive way is to clear and release every pattern where you become upset no matter what the cause. You could do this with the following “Fill in the Blanks” statements:

 I clear all the ways I grow upset because... <repeat cue word>
 I clear all the ways I grow upset whenever... <repeat cue word>
 I clear all the ways I may grow upset if... <repeat cue word>
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Using open ended statements in this way prompts your subconscious mind to search your subconscious Database for all the ways you feel “that way” and then releases them. The user notices results generalizing into many areas of life and with absolutely no extra effort required. In using the “because...” ending, you are allowing your subconscious mind to find and “clear” the many possible reasons why you become angry or frustrated or  whatever under specific situations and it will do so without any conscious awareness on your part.  You don't need to figure it out. You don't need to know why you feel the way you do. You only need to know you feel that way and then use the process to release it. In effect, it releases all of the possible ways you've been programmed to respond to specific situations by unconsciously acting out self limiting or self sabotaging behaviors and it does so without any conscious effort or direction on your part.  Your job is simply to allow it by repeating your cue word as you go through the process. 
The ZPoint “Releasing Circle”Also called the Circle Method, the Releasing Circle is used as a means of targeting issues and feelings in a comprehensive yet open ended way. This allows the subconscious mind to target and release many connected or associated memories and feelings at the 
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same time. When using the Releasing Circle, imagine a large light filled circle in front of you. See yourself taking all of the difficult feelings you have regarding the subject you're working on, and see yourself placing those into the Releasing Circle. Then then count down from 10 to 0, repeating your cue word over and over between counts.As you count down you may become aware of uncomfortable thoughts and feelings that your subconscious associates back to the original feeling you brought to the circle.  These float for a moment in consciousness and are then released or cleansed as you repeat your cue word. Many report recalling long forgotten situations from early childhood that caused those difficult feelings in the first place.
Basic ZPoint StatementsNow, having installed the Cleaning Program and chosen a cue word, you are ready to begin freeing yourself from the feelings that cause patterns of behavior not alignment with living a full, healthy, ideal life, whole and complete in every way. To do this, focus your attention on that uncomfortable feeling that arises as you think about a troubling issue, concern or memory and listen to one of the ZPoint recordings or lead yourself through the protocol to release that concern.  To help focus our awareness on these troubling issues, we use specially designed “clearing” statements.  
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Clearing the WaysWhen you speak the instruction “I clear1 all the ways I  
feel this feeling.” and repeat your cue word over and over again, you are instructing your subconscious mind to activate the Cleaning Program and release all of the possible ways that you feel or experience a particular feeling and the unconscious patterns and programs that underlie it. 
Beliefs are Energetic PatternsBeliefs, like all thoughts, are nothing more than energetic patterns, and each has a specific energy signature. Similar beliefs have similar signatures and these appear to cluster together forming larger and larger energetic patterns. You may have noticed that when you think a thought or remember an event, that memory will often trigger other memories, which in turn trigger more thoughts and then even more thoughts. It's like pulling a loose thread from a sweater. That thread is connected to other threads, which are connected to other threads, and those threads are connected to even more threads. And the common factor is always that characteristic feeling that arises as you think certain thoughts. ZPoint works from the most general aspects of a situation to the specific. In releasing that characteristic feeling using the ZPoint Process, not only is the obvious 
1 To 'Clear' as used with ZPoint is to erase the intensity or difficulty, to make transparent, to 

clean as you would clean a window, to find relief from upset and concern. 
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issue at hand affected, any other issue connected to that issue will be affected as well.  Like the loose threads in the sweater mentioned above, releasing a feeling on a very general level as suggested, will often produce results that are as delightful as they are unexpected.  For example, after releasing your anger toward a relative, you may find that you no longer respond with anger in other seemingly unrelated situations.  That anger toward your relative was related to other ways that you became angry. When you cleared “all the ways” you grow angry because..., when... and if... , you unknowingly released those others as well.
Clearing Patterns“Patterns” are pre-recorded, choreographed responses that you have to certain situations. Something happens and you respond in a specific way. Life can often be complex and we often find ourselves responding to certain situations with automatic learned behavior. If someone says hello to you, you will normally respond by saying hello back to them. you usually don't think about this and respond quite automatically.  This unthinking, unconscious pre-recorded response to certain situations can cause you to take actions that you may later regret. 
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Releasing Dis-Empowering BeliefsEach day you have thousands of thoughts, and each one of these thoughts is based on what you believe to be true about every aspect of your life.  So, when you have a thought, that thought along with its underlying set of beliefs or assumptions, is connected to a corresponding emotion that represents ALL of the beliefs that underlie it. If that thought is one of personal empowerment, the emotion associated with that thought will feel good as you think it. If that thought is dis-empowering in some way, the associated emotion will always make you feel bad in that moment. Words are powerful things not because they have inherent meaning, but because you assign meaning to words and that meaning can change. Below is a list of common words. Take a moment to read each word, one at a time. Allow yourself to be aware of the feeling each word evokes within you:
HomeFather/MotherSunshineSexMarriage
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Each of these words represents a thought or concept and that concept will evoke a feeling. The feeling depends on the belief/feeling associations that are part of your subconscious programming about that word.If the word doesn't feel good to you, you can use ZPoint to clean up that “not good”feeling attached to that word. When you do this, you release any limiting beliefs that may be connected to or associated with that feeling and that word. Because of this energetic connection between emotions and beliefs, your emotions become an easily identified representation of the beliefs you hold. Because many of these beliefs are largely unexamined or unconscious, you can use uncomfortable feelings to guide you to areas where you may hold beliefs that prevent you from finding personal happiness and fulfillment. And because the feelings themselves hold negative beliefs in place, you don't need to “figure out” what those limiting beliefs are in order to target and release them. You need only feel that feeling and release it using the ZPoint Process. This will cause the attached beliefs to transform themselves from dis-empowering to empowering within a very few minutes. 
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The Latest ZPoint Protocol – Step by StepZPoint has been in constant development since the summer of 2003. Over this time it has continued to become simpler and more effective. Below is an outline of the latest and I believe, the most effective way to apply it.
Step One  - Choose What You Want to ClearAlthough ZPoint can be used in the moment without preparation, it can be more effective to write down a list of bothersome feelings, estimate the intensity of those feelings and then work your way through that list one at a time. 
Step Two – Into the Circle it GoesThe next step is to imagine placing the uncomfortable feeling you wish to release, along with any other feelings connected to or associated with it into the Releasing Circle and count down from 10 to 0, repeating your cue word over and over as you do so. Beginning with:10... <repeat cue>9... <repeat cue>8... <repeat cue>
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7... <repeat cue>6... <repeat cue>5... <repeat cue>4... <repeat cue>3... <repeat cue>2... <repeat cue>1... <repeat cue>0... <repeat cue>
Step Three – Releasing Different AspectsAfter the feeling you seek to release passes through the Releasing Circle you say the following open ended statements to release different unconscious aspects of that feeling. … and that makes me feel... <repeat cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat cue>
Step Four – Clearing the Ways...Focus on the bothersome feeling and say the following. 
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Remember to repeat your cue after each statement. I clear all the ways I feel that feeling. <repeat your cue word>I clear all the ways I feel that feeling because... <repeat cue> (allow your subconscious mind to fill in the blanks. Your job is to repeat your cue word and observe)I clear all the ways I feel that feeling whenever... <repeat cue>I clear all the ways I may feel that feeling if... <repeat cue>I clear all the ways unconscious parts of me feel that feeling. <repeat cue>I clear all the ways these parts feel that feeling because... <repeat cue>I clear all the ways these parts benefit from my attachment to feeling that feeling. <repeat cue>I clear all the ways these parts wouldn't feel safe letting that feeling go, right now. <repeat cue>
27



Step Five – Clearing even More Aspects… and that makes me feel... <repeat cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat cue>Take a deep breath and relax.
Optional - Into the Circle AgainI've found that it can be very effective to imagine placing whatever remains from this round into the Circle one last time.   Just imagine anything unseen or unfelt that may be associated with the feeling you're working on, being placed into the Circle You would then count it down, like this...10... <repeat cue>9... <repeat cue>8... <repeat cue>7... <repeat cue>6... <repeat cue>5... <repeat cue>4... <repeat cue>
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3... <repeat cue>2... <repeat cue>1... <repeat cue>0... <repeat cue>Then take a deep breath and relax. 
Step Six – Test and Repeat Until DoneThe final step is always to test to be sure the feeling is completely gone. Always. If you feel completely relaxed and peaceful, chances are the bothersome feeling is gone, but then again it may not be. There may be just a bit left, and the idea is to “get it all”.   DON'T stop until there is no emotional reaction whatsoever when you think of the original issue.When in doubt, always do it again, and again if necessary until it's gone. Then you never need to do it again.  Taking the extra time to listen to the recording or go through the process yourself again, can make a VERY large difference in your results. 
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Reminder - Always Start by Making a ListWrite down the things in your life that really bother you on the Worksheet. If you need more room, just print additional sheets. Estimate how intensely you feel each of those things and mark those numbers on your sheet.  You may wish to start with the item that evokes the highest intensity of feeling within you. Imagine taking that feeling and placing it into your Releasing Circle. From there you can begin the process of releasing all aspects of its impact on your life by counting down from:10 … <remember to repeat your cue word>9 … <repeat your cue>8 … <repeat your cue>7 … <repeat your cue>6 … <repeat your cue>5 … <repeat your cue>4 … <repeat your cue>3 … <repeat your cue>
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2 … <repeat your cue>1 … <repeat your cue>and0 … <repeat your cue>Take a moment …… and that makes me feel... <leave the ending blank>… and that makes me feel... <repeat your cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat your cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat your cue>I clear all the ways I feel that feeling. <repeat your cue>I clear all the ways I feel that feeling because... <leave blank>I clear all the ways I feel that feeling whenever... <repeat your cue>I clear all the ways I may feel that feeling if... <repeat your cue>I clear all the ways unconscious parts of me feel that feeling. <repeat your cue>
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I clear all the ways these parts feel that way because... <repeat your cue>I clear all the ways these parts benefit from my identification with this feeling. <repeat your cue>I clear all the ways these parts wouldn't feel good about letting these feelings go right now. <repeat your cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat your cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat your cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat your cue>… and that makes me feel... <repeat your cue>Take a deep breath and relax and then put whatever remains into the Circle and count down one more time. 10 … <remember to repeat your cue word>9 … <repeat your cue>8 … <repeat your cue>7 … <repeat your cue>6 … <repeat your cue>
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5 … <repeat your cue>4 … <repeat your cue>3 … <repeat your cue>2 … <repeat your cue>1 … <repeat your cue>and0 … <repeat your cue>Take a moment …And the final step is always to test the intensity of whatever remains and repeat the entire process until that remainder is completely gone and you feel peaceful.
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Read what Sandy Kemp from the U.S. recently said about the Eliminating Stress Program:
“I just wanted to let you know about my experience with  
the new stress (program) recording.  I've been writing 
down everything I can think of and using the stress  
(program) recording to clear on it all.  Sometimes I  
notice that something else, like anger or fear, is involved  
and I just intend that to clear too.  I think it's working!

This morning, my 14 yr old daughter was having a really  
bad start, forgotten homework, computer not  
cooperating, no time for breakfast, just a fabulous start  
to the day haha.  

Normally, I'd be saying something about leaving  
homework to the last minute, and you should get up  
earlier, you should go to bed earlier, you should do this,  
that and the other, feeling all stressy about being late  
and how terrible this is for her, blah blah blah.  All really  
helpful, right?  Guaranteed to make things worse!

So this morning, I felt totally calm, didn't say one word,  
didn't feel any need to say anything, actually noticed how  
calm I felt, and how completely different that is from my  
normal response ”

Blessings to all, 

 ~ Sandy
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Experience ZPoint for Yourself with a Sample 
RecordingGet a taste of what you can experience with ZPoint.Listen to the following sample recording to see first-hand what this revolutionary new process can do for you. www.zpointforpeace.com/sample.shtml

ZPoint Programs and Services to Eliminate Difficult 
FeelingsClick Here to see a list of all available ZPoint Programs, Products, Workshops and Services
Additional Resources www.zpointforpeace.com – The main ZPoint website. Listings of ZPoint Information Products, Practitioners, Courses, etc.

Want to earn $$$$$ by giving this Book away?

Go to www.zpointforpeace.com/affiliate.shtml for details.
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